CARE AND MAINTENANCE

ANZZI™ products are crafted with superior quality standards and workmanship and are engineered to stand the test of time. However, that does not mean the product can be neglected and will need some care and cleaning.

It is recommended to use regular soap and hot water along with a non-abrasive cloth or sponge to regularly clean the product. This avoids any nasty build up or deposits which would be tougher to remove.

If you feel the use of stronger cleaning solutions or chemicals is necessary always test the cleaning solution or chemical on an inconspicuous area before applying to the entire surface.

Wipe all surfaces clean and rinse completely with water immediately after applying cleaner. Rinse and dry any overspray that lands on nearby surfaces.

DO NOT ALLOW THE CLEANER TO SOAK.

Following these simple principles will ensure you ANZZI™ product will remain as lustrous and stunning as the day it was first received. ENJOY!

Sincerely,

La Familia ANZZI™

Perfection is our Tradition™

For more information visit us at www.ANZZI.com